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80 Morning Meeting Ideas For
Grades K-2

80 easy-to-do, classroom-tested ideas to help you plan engaging, purposeful Morning Meetings for
kindergarten, first, and second grade students. The book includes 20 friendly greetings, 20
empowering sharings, 20 engaged activities, and 20 inspiring messages.This handy reference also
includes:An introduction with tips and reminders to help you plan and lead successful meetingsAn
at-a-glance chart listing content area and skills reinforcedAn appendix with sample combinations of
ideas, reproducible Morning Meeting planning sheets, tips on teacher language, and resources for
learning more about Morning Meeting
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Perfect addition to my morning meeting. Administration purchased for each grade level to share,
and once I had the opportunity to review the activities I realized that I needed my own book. Actually
purchased an additional copy for a team member. My kindergarteners always start their day with a
positive social interaction and this book is a wealth of additional and new great ideas!

Didn't end up using this book as much as I thought I would, but it gave me a starting point for the
year. My kids BEG me to do morning meetings and I can tell a difference from last year's class to
this year's and the relationships I've been able to build through morning meetings. At the start of the
year, we did morning meeting every day to get to know each other. Now we just do it every friday.
The important thing is to set up rules for morning meeting and really stick to them. If my students

misbehave, then they lose their MM privilege for the following week. They self-police and keep each
other in check because they don't want to skip a whole week without MM.

I love this little book! It was mentioned in a Kindergarten blog so I knew I had to get it! I searched
the local Teacher supply stores, Barnes and Noble, and local libraries- no one had a copy. I then
decided to look on and there it was!!!!I love everything about this book! It has Morning greeting
ideas, Morning messages ideas, and group meeting ideas. There's suggested lessons and options
for differentiation!I teach Kindergarten and I have used this book faithfully in my classroom!Thank
you!!!!

I was sold on the first day of using this book. It is written in a way that is easy to understand and
use. My students have begged to do some of the greeting activities over and over. It is a great way
to help children learn positive ways to interact with other children and to encourage them to step
away from their "besties" and learn the value of new relationships! I have only use this book a week,
but I have to say it is my favorite addition to what I'm doing different this year!

I am now teaching leading the morning meetings everyday. I have found some GREAT ideas. Once
you familiarize yourself with each of the lessons, you can quickly flip to one and use it depending
upon the need (emotional support, greetings, connections to lessons).

This little book is a very handy guide to keep in the classroom to help continually keep your morning
meetings fresh with new ideas for greetings, sharing, and activities. If you already have the original
Morning Meeting book, this is a great one to add to your collection to boost your repertoire with
some new plans that kids will love. Some can be implemented on a moment's notice while some
take a little more time or planning, but they are all great things to introduce to K-2 classes.

My students loved the meeting activities. They were all very clear and the implementation process
went well in thanks to the directions outlined.

This book is awesome. As soon as i got it i started planning for the following week. My students love
the activities in this book.
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